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CHRISTIANITY AND ITS CULTS

A cult is a social group that is defined by its 
unusual religious, spiritual, or philosophical 
beliefs, or by its common interest in a 
particular personality, object or goal.

This sense of the term is controversial and it 
has divergent definitions both in popular 
culture and academia and it has also been an 
ongoing source of contention among scholars 
across several fields of study.

CHRISTIANITY AND ITS CULTS
How do cults start up? There are four 
principles to making a cult:

1. You need a Charismatic Leader 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GZLXTACYdE&feat
ure=youtu.be
2. A transcendent belief system
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/08/26/cnn-films-
holy-hell-ron-2.cnn
3. A system of control
https://youtu.be/s7gzSsqMgCk
4. A system of influence
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appi
d=7b33d5df643842a8875ff9f675ce6ae2&jwsource=cl
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CHRISTIANITY AND ITS CULTS
A list of seven ways to recognize the difference between 
a religious community and a cult. Written down, the 
signs seem clear:

1. Opposing critical thinking
2. Isolating members and penalizing them for leaving
3. Emphasizing special doctrines outside scripture
4. Seeking inappropriate loyalty to their leaders
5. Dishonoring the family unit
6. Crossing Biblical boundaries of behavior (versus 
sexual purity and personal ownership)
7. Separation from the Church

But when it’s your friends, your faith, your community, 
it’s not so obvious.

CHRISTIANITY AND ITS CULTS
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CHRISTIANITY AND ITS CULTS
There are several types of cults in Christianity….

Religious cults
Religious cults are marked by belief in a god or some higher being, 
salvation, and the afterlife, sometimes combined with an apocalyptic 
view. The leader reinterprets Scripture (from the Bible, Koran, 
Talmud, or Cabala) and often claims to be a prophet, if not the 
messiah.

Political, racist, or terrorist cults
Political, racist, or terrorist cults are fueled by belief in changing 
society, revolution, overthrowing the perceived enemy or getting rid 
of evil forces. The leader professes to be all knowing and all 
powerful.

Psychotherapy, human potential, mass transformational cults
Psychotherapy, human potential, mass transformational cults are 
motivated by belief in striving for the goal of personal transformation 
and personal improvement. The leader is self-proclaimed and 
omniscient, with unique insights, sometimes a “super-therapist” or 
“super-life coach.” 


